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LA Art Show News

Gallery Highlights
Returning to the LA Art Show in 2023!
K+Y Contemporary
We’re delighted to highlight K+Y Contemporary, a Paris based art gallery representing
international contemporary artists. Here’s an intriguing look at two of the gallery’s artists,
Cécile Plaisance and Jeff Robb.
Cécile Plaisance
Cécile Plaisance is a politically motivated French artist who fights for women's
emancipation through her photography. In her recent series of dramatic black and white
photographs, “Wild Woman,” Plaisance immerses her model Olga Kent in threatened
natural settings in South Africa. She also captures the female nude interacting with local
wildlife, like elephants, young tigers, lions and cheetahs. Her images are odes to the
freedom of women everywhere. See images here.
Don’t miss the extraordinary backstage video of the elephant series by Plaisance. Click
here or below.

Jeff Robb
Jeff Robb is a British artist best known for his lenticular photographic work focusing on
the female nude and abstract forms in space. Recently, Robb has begun creating bronze
sculptures referencing the female nude, using cutting-edge modeling technology
combined with historic casting techniques. He is also pursuing new projects exploring
how we experience sound, as well as large-scale kinetic installations for public spaces,
museums and galleries.

View more images here.

St. Jude Returns as Our Exclusive Charity Partner for
the 8th Year!
We Join St. Jude in Celebrating 12 Young Survivors who
Graduated High School this June

The LA Art Show is honored that St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital® will return as our
exclusive Charity Partner in 2023 for the 8th year! This month, we join St. Jude in
congratulating 12 young St. Jude patients, each one a cancer survivor who just graduated
high school. Becoming the people they are today hasn’t been easy, but these survivors
graduated with their passions and dreams intact. As they celebrate milestones such as
prom, graduation and college acceptances, they reflect on the childhoods that shaped
them and look forward toward their futures.

Read their inspiring stories here.

Around the 2022 LA Art Show in 60 Seconds

View the 2022 LA Art Show in this Immersive Virtual Tour!
Couldn't attend the show or want to see something you missed? Take a virtual tour of the
LA Art Show 2022! Explore and experience the LA Art Show almost as if you were there in
person!

The LA Art Show is honored that St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital® will return as our exclusive Charity
Partner in 2023. St. Jude Children’s Research
Hospital® is leading the way the world understands,
treats and defeats childhood cancer and other lifethreatening diseases. The purpose of St. Jude is clear:

Finding cures. Saving Children. Art therapy is often part
of a patient's treatment plan while they are battling
cancer and other life-threatening diseases. We are
grateful that the art community embraces and
understands that art itself, can capture the hope and
spirit of St. Jude patients and our lifesaving mission:
Finding cures. Saving Children®.

Follow Us!
Instagram
Follow us: @LAArtShow
Hashtag: #LAArtShow

TikTok
The LA Art Show is on TikTok!
Follow us @LAArtShow

Please join us when the LA Art Show returns February 15-19,
2023 to the LA Convention Center, West Hall.
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